
Aftermath

Krampus

The days of opulence are over, extinguished by themselves

Weakness unarmed, overwhelmed by nature’s wrath

Signs of Fear

It’s everything remains of the self confidence

Mankind on his knees begging for what they disdained

Like the animals rummaging on their trash

Revenge, earth wind and fire against your technology

Now learn what’s the post where you belong

Barriers meltdown by the anger belched out the scars of the earth

Signs of abuse, tides turned there is no escape

What have you thought from your sweet houses, embraced in your safe warmth

When staring out the window expecting the soft sun rays

Watching the unstoppable force of something you assumed to be forever enslav
ed in your vanity

This is your doom, Sentence and fate

what you deserve behold

Your symbols wreckage on your pride

Your Reckless hunger bites your senseless void

Your idols drowned in the mud

phagocytized by the earth

(We thought we were invincible, we tried to be immortal, Our vanity drove us
 into madness, Nobody saw how close was the end, we were not gods… we failed
)

Revenge , earth wind and fire against your technology

Now learn what’s the post where you belong



Barriers meltdown by the anger belched out the scars of the earth

Signs of abuse , tides turned there is no escape

You survivor crawling out the dust

Open your blind eyes to the future

that you have the luck to see

Remember how your world collapsed

Annihilated by the fool march leading to the ruin

This is your doom, Sentence and fate

what you deserve behold

We burned

We were certain

We gorged ourselves

We never looked around

We Wasted

We thought everything was ours

We killed

We exploited to extinction

We ate nature we spit poison garbage

Desert

We were humans
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